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Staff at Oakwood Park Grammar School were delighted to welcome Year 13 back to school to 
collect their examination results. These A levels were first public examinations sat by this 
cohort as their GCSE examinations were cancelled due to the Covid 19 pandemic. Despite this, 
OPGS Sixth Form Class of 2023 have won, by their hard work, the opportunity to study a wide 
variety of subjects in the world’s top educational institutions.  

Ben Madden, who has volunteered throughout the Sixth Form with Amnesty International, 
continues to follow his dream to defend human rights by studying Law at Cambridge with his 
A*A*A with an A* in his EPQ. Another student determined to change our society for the better is 
Emily Speake who with A*A*A is going to study Sociology at Bath. OPGS high flying Biologists 
will continue to study human sciences. Harry Randall and Rhys Wenborn will enroll in Biology 
degrees with their A*AA grades at Bristol and Southampton. Taylor Goodson and Trishan 
Sivappriyan will study Biochemistry at York and Biomedicine at Brighton with their A* and A 
grades. Kieran Evans, with AAA and A* in EPQ will develop his biological skills via studying 
Optometry in Cardiff. Fran Walker wishes to explore the human mind by studying 
Psychology  with her A* and A grades at Reading. Our Mathematicians and Physicians, Joseph 
Brown, Ashwin Knight and Jack Wilson, go on to study at Warwick, Manchester and Surrey with 
their clutch of A* grades.  Other Mathematicians are using their skills in other ways: Luca 
Johnson takes his AAA and A* in his EPQ to Leeds to study Accounting and Finance and  Joshua 
Ingram takes his A*A*A*A to Staffordshire to study Computer Programming and Games Design.  

Future political leaders Miles Pulsford and Poppy Seymour take their A* grades to the University 
of London and Leeds to study Politics and International Relations. Our resident artist Eleanor 
Reeve goes on to Ravensbourne Arts School  and Graphic designer, Morgan Estaugh, goes on to 
study Art with his AAA. We look forward to welcoming all Year 13 students and parents back to 
school at Easter to celebrate their achievements and to hear all about their adventures. 
Headteacher Mr Kevin Moody said ‘I am delighted for our students as they enter the next phase 
of their lives and congratulate them on their efforts.’ 
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